Your Tidal Thames
What does the tidal Thames mean to you?

What do you love about the river?

How do you use the Thames?

What are your concerns?

How would you like it to be improved?
The River Thames is the most complex and well-used river in the country. This is your chance to be a part of its future.

Your Tidal Thames is a joint project between Thames charities, Thames Estuary Partnership (TEP) and Thames21, which aims to develop a new ‘pilot catchment plan’ for the tidal Thames, by the end of 2012.

It is one of 25 pilot projects around the country taking a community approach to river management, funded by Defra. The plan will address issues that are vital for the sustainability and vibrancy of the Thames.

Project Coordinators Amy Pryor (TEP) and Alice Hall (Thames21) want to hear your views on the tidal Thames.

Have your say in improving the long-term health of the River Thames.

There are a number of ways you can get involved:

• **Contact Amy or Alice** to hear more about Your Tidal Thames or to arrange for them to come and meet your organisation or community group.

• **Request a copy of the catchment plan template** so you can directly input your views into the plan.

• **Sign up to receive regular updates** about events by emailing Amy or Alice.

• **Visit our websites** for an update on project progress.